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1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 
This document highlights new features, bug fixes and improvements in this release of Data Quality Studio 
(DQS) 10.0.34.6 from To-Increase B.V. This release is compatible with the version of Microsoft Dynamics 
365 for Finance and Operations, 10.0.32 and higher.   

 

1.2 Audience 
This document is intended for new users of Data Quality Studio partners and customers. Some knowledge 
of Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations is assumed. 

 

1.3 Deliverables 
Deliverable  Description  

Solution package Data Quality Studio is delivered as a Microsoft Dynamics Lifecycle 
Services (LCS) solution package. 

Software deployable package        Data Quality Studio 10.0.34.6 

Release notes  This document is provided with the Data Quality Studio product 
deliverables.  

Implementation methodology The solution package contains a Data Quality Studio 
implementation methodology that provides detailed step-by-step 
instructions on how to install, learn, and implement Data Quality 
Studio.  

Getting started BPM library The solution package includes a Getting started with the Data 
Quality Studio BPM library. This library contains several task guides 
that showcase some of the key capabilities of Data Quality Studio. 

Documentation BPM library The solution package includes a Data Quality Studio documentation 
BPM library. This library contains a comprehensive set of task 
guides that document how to use Data Quality Studio for your BPM 
activities. This documentation is provided in U.S. English only. 

Authentication assets  A To-Increase security certificate is provided to allow trusted 
installation of the provided solution and ISV license files.  

 

1.4 Product Release information 
Data quality studio 10.0.34.6 for Dynamics 365 Finance and Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management (10.0) 
is built upon D365 version 10.0.32. Since Microsoft maintains a no breaking changes policy, the fact that this 
release is built on this version means that it can be applied to an environment running on D365 
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version 10.0.32 or any later version and the application should compile without any issues. However, as we 
have only functionally validated this version against D365 version 10.0.34, we recommend applying our TI 
product release on that MS version as well. If you deviate from this (and thus apply the release to a different 
version), we recommend performing a more thorough round of testing before applying the release to a 
production environment. 
  
This is summarized in the following table. 

  

Release date 
[TI-Product] 

[TI-Version 
number] 

Minimum required 
D365 version 

Validated against 
D365 version 

Compatible with 
D365 version 

01/04/2023 10.0.32.5 10.0.28 10.0.32 10.0.28 and above 

18/07/2023 10.0.34.6 10.0.32 10.0.34 10.0.32 and above 

 

In case of an Error, To-Increase may provide a Hotfix on a reasonable efforts basis in a way it considers 
appropriate in its discretion. To-Increase cannot be obliged to provide Hotfixes if Client has not deployed the 
latest Release or the Release second to the latest Release and/or is not using a supported version of Microsoft 
Dynamics. 
  
To ensure our customers can fully leverage the latest enhancements, features, and quality improvements, we 
are committed to providing increased support by keeping them updated with the most recent releases. Our 
data indicates that customers on the latest version experience fewer issues and requests, demonstrate 
greater resilience, and effectively enhance their organizational efficiency. 
  
More information about our latest available product versions, the latest validate GA-versions from 
Microsoft as well as the Minimum MS version required, please visit this page: Knowledge Base - Support - 
To-Increase 

 

https://support.to-increase.com/ticsm?id=kb_article&sys_id=55b8952e47abeddc70e98c21e36d4355
https://support.to-increase.com/ticsm?id=kb_article&sys_id=55b8952e47abeddc70e98c21e36d4355
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2. What’s New 

2.1 Current release 

2.1.1 Fuzzy logic duplicate checks 
One of the main features added in this release is the option to setup and use duplicate checks with fuzzy 
logic. With help of this feature, a duplicate check can be set up where values from multiple fields will be 
compared and a duplicate score will be calculated. The check can be performed manually on a form or 
during the quality assessment. 

The setup will start with a dynamic query where information can be sourced from any table and field. 
There is a need to start with the main table that would be identified as a duplicate. In the example of 
customer, vendor and released products, the details to check for duplicates are stored in several tables. In 
these cases, it would be recommended to use available data entities as related table to have all data 
flattened and easy to understand column names. In case you would need to check both the email and 
phone number, this would be two records in the contact details table whereas the data entity has them 
available already as individual fields. 

 
When the query is defined, you can go to the Duplicate checks form where you now can choose between 
two types of duplicate checks. 

The type ‘Basic matching’ was the check that was already available in the solution and will try to find the 
same combination of fields with literal values. E.g. a customer group with the same Description or Product 
names per language. 

The type ‘Fuzzy matching’ gives you the option to specify the query as created above, together with a 
threshold and a weightage per field. There is no need to consider a total of 100% for the weightage, you 
can specify a number with or without decimals. In the example below, the organization name is considered 
to be 5 times more important than the zip code. 
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The threshold will be used to determine if a possible duplicate will be reported to the user or not. In case 
e.g. the zip code would be the only duplicate, then the calculated score will be 6,67%. This record can be 
skipped to be reported as duplicate. 

 
Once the Duplicate check definition is completed, you can set up the data quality policy like the basic 
matching. 

 
Note that the Outcome is not set as the fuzzy matching is not run automatically when entering data. As 
data for e.g. a customer or product is stored in multiple tables, the application is not aware when a user 
completed the data entry.  

The duplicate check can be set with conditions to separate between type of records. E.g. you can have 
another duplicate check for customer master for individual companies and a retail chain. If you have e.g. 
fast food chains as customers, the name might get a lower weightage. 
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On a form Dynamic menu form setup, you can manage on what form, support for calling the duplicate 
check will be visible and on what position the action should be added.  

Having the Duplicate check menu items, you can check for possible duplicates. 

 
In this version, there is no automatic deletion or merge functionality. Based on the judgement of the user, 
a duplicate record should be mitigated manually. This could be e.g. deleting the newly created record 
manually. 

In case a user did not check for duplicates manually, the Quality assessment integration will give warnings 
about possible duplicates.  

 
When a duplicate check warning is provided, the user can open the source record and check the details of 
the suggested duplicates. 
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2.1.2 Data quality policy export and import 
A feature was added for exporting and importing data quality policy versions. With help of this feature, you 
can easily move a version with all rules, settings and conditions from one environment to another. 

 
The export is made available on the Versions page. Import can be done on this same dialog or on the Data 
Quality Policies page. In case there is no policy with the same name, a policy and first version will be 
created. In case versions already exists, the import will add a new version.  

2.1.3 Visibility enhancement 
The active version is now added as column on the Data quality policies list page. This provides better 
insight if policies are active and with what specific version. 

2.1.4 Added Online Help shortcut to Data Quality Studio forms 
Like for some of our other products, we have now added a quick way to reach our online documentation. 
On all forms from the data quality studio solution you will now find a button ? Data quality studio help. 

 

 

2.2 Release 10.0.31.4 

2.2.1 Certificate renewal 
The security certificate, that expires every 3 years, ensures that our customers have valid To-Increase 
software installed and not an unlicensed copy. This digital check is executed during installations and upon 
installing the license files, ensures that they have legitimate software installed. The previous security 
certificates for To-Increase solutions would expire on June 9, 2023. 

This release (and releases beyond) contains the new certificate and a new feature within the Solution 
Management Workspace. After installing the update, the security certificate renewal can be completed in 
5 simple steps. 

Step 1: Set the environment in maintenance mode 

Step 2: Install the update and navigate to the Solution Management Workspace 
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Step 3: Click the 'Retrieve available licenses' in the action pane 

Step 4: Validate the licenses for correctness and completeness and click import 

Step 5: Disable the maintenance mode for this environment 

  

Click here for more information on the Solution Management Workspace. 

2.2.2 Support for multiple languages 
At To-Increase, we are constantly working to upgrade our solutions and encourage customers to 
participate by sharing feedback. We had earlier launched an in-app feedback option in our D365 solutions, 
where our customers can share their feedback and requests while using our solutions. We did receive 
multiple requests for translations in other (European) languages. We picked the most requested languages 
and added it to our roadmap.  

As of the current release, we do support Data Quality Studio in 10 different languages out of the box. The 
user interface is, as part of the strategy, available in the next languages: English (US), German, French, 
Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, Italian, Norwegian, Swedish, Danish.  

To-Increase is using the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Translation Service for automated translations of user 
interface elements. In our solutions we use standard labels and new solution specific labels. The standard 
labels are already provided with translations done by Microsoft. The solution specific labels are now also 
available to users in more languages. 

As we used automated translations and reused existing labels, it might be the case that some translations 
are wrongly translated. With a single translation unit, the AI powered translation service is not aware if it 
should be translated as noun or verb. Some words do have multiple meanings, like “application”. It could 
be related to recruitment or a software solution. If you come across such issue, please use the in-app 
feedback or create a support case, so we can improve the translations for future releases. 

If you are in the need for other languages or your business requires a different term, you can extend the 
label files with a small development effort.  

If you have customizations on the translations in your current environment, check if this is done in a 
separate extension model and correct extension naming convention. If e.g. the name of the To-Increase 
label file in the English language is TILabel.en-US.label.txt, the new translation in German provided by To-
Increase will get the file name TILabel.de.label.txt. Ensure in your customization will then have a naming 
convention including the keyword extension. A German extension label file has then the name 
TILabel_extension.de.label.txt. The extension labels will have priority above the standard provided labels. 
You can also choose to remove your labels and uptake our new standard translations. 

The next label file(s) are part of this release: 

DQS.en-us.label.txt 
DQS.da.label.txt 
DQS.de.label.txt 
DQS.es.label.txt 
DQS.fr.label.txt 
DQS.it.label.txt 
DQS.nb-NO.label.txt 
DQS.nl.label.txt 
DQS.pt-PT.label.txt 
DQS.sv.label.txt 
 

Excluded from our translations: 

• To-Increase will continue to offer its services to customers and partners in English. 

https://support.to-increase.com/ticsm?id=kb_article&sys_id=8aa9fef397a5edd0e7a9db00f153af4c
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• Our website, product documentation, release notes, and any other updates will be available in 
English only. 

 

2.3 Release 10.0.31.4 

2.3.1 Configurable lookups 
For several use cases, we added a new feature where you can configure custom lookups for supporting the 
user choosing allowed values. This can be added to field without and with a standard lookup. As an 
example, you can provide limitations for the credit rating field, but you can also limit the number of 
options in case of existing reference tables. Suppose you need to constrain the options for method of 
payments to be used for customers and vendors. 

The configurable lookups consist of a generic setting which can be reused on multiple data quality 
validation rules. You can setup two different lookup types. One type supports a custom pre-defined list 
where a second option is to source available options from the database with help of the Dynamic Query 
Framework. 

 

 
The selected query for this configurable lookup is defined as per next screenshot. 
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On the validation rules, you can then setup the configurable lookup with a new validation type: 
Configurable lookup. 

 
With the field Warning/Error, you can specify if the values from the lookup are mandatory and raise an 
error or if the user can also provide own values. In that case you can select to give a warning or skip the 
validation with the value No validation. This last-mentioned option can only be used for the configurable 
lookup validation type. Like any other rule, you can add business messages or conditions if required. 
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There is a known issue where the lookup values are not being filtered as expected if you start typing a 
value in the field and then the lookup will appear automatically. A workaround for this is first opening the 
lookup and then start typing where the list with values will then be filtered. We have a backlog item to 
solve the current inconveniency.  

The configurable lookups is also supported in Data Entry Workflow version 10.0.31.8 or higher. 

 

2.3.2 Execution settings 
For supporting flexibility when data quality rules are triggered, there is an option to specify for each policy 
if the rules will be triggered on forms, for quality assessment or other (future) purposes.  

When you have installed the latest version, ensure you will first navigate to the Data quality studio 
parameters and click on Refresh triggers on the Execute settings tab page. The values in the field Enable by 
default will be used when creating new data quality policies. 

 
 

Per policy, you can set when to execute the rules. This would give your organization the option to decide 
to pro-actively check for valid data or use a process to clean up data periodically. You can access the 
settings for execution triggers on the action menu bar of the Data quality policies page. 
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2.3.3 Quality assessment (preview) 

A first version of quality assessment is added to this release. With the quality assessment, you can execute 
validation rules for existing records. It would give you the flexibility to check for valid data at any point of 
time. You can run the quality assessment when there was a change implemented for data quality studio, 
when you imported data, when the form triggers are not enabled or periodically to check for the level of 
quality data. 

From the Data Quality Studio, you can open the Quality assessment projects page where you can provide 
information about the data owner(s) and which rules are to be executed. For different master data 
entities, you can create multiple projects. 

 
 

From Data Quality Studio > Periodic tasks, you can start the batch job to collect data for the assessment 
results. 
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You can review the outcome and correct the data by opening the form for the source record. With help of 
the review status you can track the progress and indicate to skip correction this occurrence. 

We have some known issues and we are working on some additional features to complete the quality 
assessment functionality.  

- Selection of individual rules are currently not working. It will only run across all rules for a given 
policy. 

- Data restriction. To prevent visibility into private or sensitive data, security will be implemented 
where e.g. data owners for products will not see details for customer results. 

- When opening source records, the application tries to find the default menu item for the given 
table. Some tables, like addresses and contact details don’t have a specific menu item and form. 
We will work on some specific handling to open e.g. the global address book or customer page. 

 

2.3.4 Tutorial class for action rule 
Previously, two tutorial classes were provided with the solution providing examples for custom validations 
with help of x++ coding. In this release a custom class is added which can take a number from a number 
sequence and add a checksum digit. The class can be adjusted to the needs of your organization. 

Tutorials are intended as code examples and are not actively supported by To-Increase.  

 

2.4 10.28.3 

2.4.1 Web service improvement for action rules 
We added the option to setup multiple return values for a single web service call. When using address 
validation services, the service can return corrected data in individual columns. E.g. when sending an 
address, depending on the external service, it can correct the street name, complete the postal code for 
that address and return the longitude and latitude. One return value can be re-used for multiple database 
fields. 

You can link the response fields with the database target fields in the Web service response actions part. 
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2.4.2 Secured values 
We have enhanced the web service functionality where it is now possible to store license key or other 
sensitive data in a form Secured values. The secured value can be used as fixed parameter value for web 
services. 

 
The values can be linked to web services on the parameters tab page. 
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2.5 Release 10.0.18.2 
Data Quality Studio (DQS) is a new solution from To-Increase that helps companies improve data quality 
and makes data governance simple in their Dynamics 365 environment. With quality data in the system 
the reliability of the data that is shown increases, which reduces the chances of making mistakes by users 
and management. 

DQS is created for a functional administrator user with ease of use and flexibility in mind. The data quality 
administrator creates and manages the functionalities within DQS that can be activated and deactivated at 
any time. Developers can also call functions to have the same policies executed for specific scenarios. The 
functionalities in DQS is shared but can be restricted to legal entities directly or part of an organizational 
hierarchy. 

There are various features in DQS for different kind or rules. These rules in DQS do the following to make 
ensure good data quality: 
 

• Validation rule: Checks if the data meets the defined entered criteria. 

• Duplicate check rule: Checks if the data does not have a duplicate value in the defined table. 

• Action rule: Uses an action to set a value or to update data in a targeted field. 

2.5.1 Validation rules 
Validation rules is a functionality in DQS that uses defined criteria (rules) to ensure that data is entered 
correct in the system. These rules are triggered when you enter data on forms. If the rule is triggered a 
warning or error message can appear. The messages for users can be set up in the rule; also provided in 
multiple languages to support international implementations. Within the validation rule there are different 
types, that you can use to validate the data, these are: 
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• Mandatory: It is mandatory to enter a value in the field/record. 

• Blank: Validates if the field/record is left blank. 

• Range expressions: A validation is done if value is within the defined range. 

• Data pattern: A validation is done if a field/record matches a predefined data pattern. 

• Web service: A validation is done if a value matches in another internal or external source, by 
making use of a web service. 

• Custom: A validation is done by making use of a custom created class with x++ coding. 

 

2.5.2 Duplicate check rule 
The duplicate check rule is a functionality that is used to check if there is no duplicate value in the defined 
table. A few examples where the duplicate check rule is useful to use are: 

• Product name 

• Social security number 

• External item ID per customer or vendor 

The duplicate check helps you prevent duplicate values, which can help prevent confusion for users. 

2.5.3 Action rule 
Action rules is a functionality that is used to populate values into a target field. This will support in quicker 
data entry or ensure correct values are used in certain fields. When creating a new record, enter a value in 
a field or before save the record, the application can enrich data. There are several action types that can 
be used: 

• Fixed Value: Populates a predefine value in the selected target field. 

• Data query: Make use of a dynamics query or inquiry to find a value to populate the selected 
target field. 

• Transformation lists: Make use of a transformation list to find a value to populate the target field. 

• Number sequence: Make use of a number sequence to populate the target field. 

• Web service: Makes use of a web service to get a value from another internal or external source to 
populate the target field.  

• Custom: Makes use of a custom action class, to populate the target field. 

2.5.4 Organization assignment 
Initially a data quality policy will be executed in all legal entities. A DQS policy can be assigned to a single 
legal entity or multiple legal entities. The policy can also be assigned to organizational hierarchies, which 
can also be set up in DQS, via the Data Quality hierarchy purposes. When organizations are assigned, the 
rules will be effective only for the legal entities as per setup. 

2.5.5 Data patterns 
Data patterns are used in Validation rules functionality. A data pattern is a criterion that is set up that a 
value should meet. A few examples of these criteria are the following: 

• That a value must start with a capital letter. 

• That a value must have a certain number of characters. 

• That a value must meet the criteria of an email address. 

• That value must meet the criteria for a zip-code of defined region. 

The data patterns are setup with regular expressions which is an open source standard for text patterns. 
There is a lot of information and examples on the internet, e.g.: 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regular_expression 

https://www.regular-expressions.info/ 

https://regexr.com 

 

In the Data pattern screen a test can also carried out to see if the created data pattern meets the desired 
outcome. 

 

2.5.6 Data Quality organization hierarchy purposes 
An organization hierarchy can be set up, which can be used in Organizational assignment in DQS. Various 
organization types can be used for the hierarchy; only the legal entities are functionally used to determine 
in what legal entity the rules will be effective. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regular_expression
https://www.regular-expressions.info/
https://regexr.com/
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2.5.7 Duplicate checks 
Duplicate checks can be set up to check if a value already exists in a table. The duplicate checks can be set 
up to check if a single value already exists in a table or that a combination of values need to be first met in 
order for the duplicate check value to be triggered. 

 

2.5.8 Transformation list 
In the transformation list which is used in validation rule can be set up with a source value and a target 
value. The source value is the value that triggers the output for the target field. An example of a 
transformation list is currency. If the area code is NL (the Netherlands) the output in the currency field will 
be Euro. 
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2.5.9 Web services 
In the web services setup page, a set up for the web service that will be used will be made. The following 
can be set up in this page: 

• Web service URL with a related certificate 

• Request method (Get or Post) 

• Response 

• SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) 

•  Parameters 
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3. Bug Fixes 

3.1 Current release 
ID Title 

115327 Action rule not working for financial dimension of customer table 

In case with an action rule dimension values were filled, upon customer 
creation, the values were not applied. It got overwritten by the default 
dimension settings on customer groups. This has been fixed where the 
dimensions will now be merged instead of overwritten. 

170616 Dynamic Query Framework - Preview results are not showing correctly when 
same table is created in query multiple times. 

The framework has been enhanced to cover this scenario in the correct way. 

170452 Copy DQS policy is not copying the 'Use as response' and 'Configurable lookup' 
fields. This has been fixed. 

 

3.2 10.0.32.5 
ID Title 

138116 Parameters not updating correctly on changing webservice for validation rule or 
action rule in data quality policy. 

Now when changing the webservice on a validation or action rule, the user will 
be asked for a confirmation to change the setting. After the confirmation, the 
list with request and response parameters will be refreshed. 

164014 Duplicate checks is throwing a duplicate error when the new record is created 
with blank field. 

In case duplicate checks has been set up for non-mandatory fields, the value 
could be left blank. In that case, the duplicate check was not working correctly. 
This has been fixed. 

164867 Error "Global::inRange  Unknown type: AnyType" when executing webservice 
validations. 

In case the webservice did not return a field which was set as response 
parameter, the mentioned error could be thrown to the user. We changed the 
logic to capture the error and assume it should be treated as a not valid 
webservice validation. 

165408 Validation rule with web service does not work as expected when output 
parameter is compared with blank value. 

When we expected an empty value as a valid response, the logic was returning 
an incorrect validation result. This has been fixed. 

165409 Web services parameter setup allows blank parameter name. 
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We changed the validation. Now it is not possible to setup a request or 
response parameter without a name specified. 

165410 Validation required to ensure webservice has at least one response parameter 
with "Use as response parameter" checked. 

To ensure proper setup of the application, there is now a validation added when 
activating a policy to check if each validation rule with a web service has at least 
a response parameter activated. 

165710 Validation rules and action rules getting saved without policy. 

When creating a new policy, validation rules and action rules could be created 
without first having saved the policy. The policy reference was at that time not 
filled for these rules. This has been fixed. 

 

 

3.3 Release 10.0.31.4 
 

ID Title 

123762 Enumeration values not easy within action rules. 
Enumeration fields expected internal integer values. Now you can use the enum 
label in the current system language.  

137873 Error thrown after deleting the policy and creating data quality policy with same 
ID and Name 

In case a policy has been retired, a more understandable error is raised to the 
user. 

141398 Error when filling Validation message for a validation rule 
When creating a rule and add a validation message without manually saving the 
rule resulted in an error. This has been fixed. 

158418 No security implemented for Secured values 
In release 10.0.28.3 the secured values feature was released, but security 
artifacts were missing. This has been corrected in this release. 

163101 Security issue Dynamic Query Framework. 
A non-system administrator was able to query data which were not part of the 
permissions. This has been solved to prevent access to sensitive and private 
data. 

163523 Lookup for custom action rule is empty despite classes meet the condition 
In certain scenarios the field type for the target field was not evaluated 
correctly. This has been fixed. 

 

3.4 Release 10.0.28.3 
 

ID Title 
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143247 Internal | Duplicate check rule not always executed when updating records. 
The duplicate check logic has been enhanced to cover both inserts and updates in 
a correct manner. 

138571 Internal | Custom Response Handler field showing values from the previous 
selection on data quality policies form 

138115 Internal | Field and field value not displayed correctly, when webservice is 
selected in Data quality policy validation rule 

127033 Internal | Selecting a web service output parameter on the Action rule throwing a 
warning 

127590 CS00177048 | Issue in new release product OK button after installing DQS 

A workaround was to enable DQS. Due to an incomplete condition, the OK button 
on the product creation dialog was not working. This has been fixed. 
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4. Common Features 

To-Increase is offering various add-on solutions. Some features and technical solutions are common or 
could be common for all our solutions on the Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations platform. As of 
November 2022, we are leveraging a new common library model. 

The common library model will be a centralized location where the new common features will be added 
automatically, and customers don't have to make an additional effort to update the build pipelines after 
the first enablement of this model. 

ISV licensing is technically supported with a code signing certificate. The certificate we must use expires 
every three years, next up for renewal in 2023. Soon, our solutions will refer to this common model for the 
code signing certificate, instead of maintaining it separately in all our solutions. 

Next to technical content, the common library comes with features which are beneficial to our customers. 
E.g. a Solutions Management dashboard gives a clear view of currently installed versions, status of license, 
option to renew licenses without any downtime, easy access to release notes and documentation, and the 
ability to leave feedback through the in-app feedback system. 

 
On all To-Increase forms, there is on the left-top of the forms a smiley icon in the menu where you can 
provide us feedback, suggestions, and ideas so we can learn how improve our solutions. 
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5. Known Issues and limitations 

In this section the known issues and limitations that are currently in DQS will be highlighted. These issues 
or limitations can also be due to standard Dynamics 365 limitations. Known issues and limitations: 

• Released product creation dialog form: Today, only validation and duplicate check rules are 
supported. Action rules will be implemented in a future release.  

• Setting up a default or financial dimension field as modified source field of an action rule is not 
working and not supported in the current release.  

• Providing a value for enum fields as target in action rules is not accepting the label; in the current 
release the integer value should be provided. E.g. ‘NoYes’ will need a value as 0 for ‘No’ and 1 for 
‘Yes’. This will be enhanced a next release. 

• The duplicate check with fuzzy matching is not working together with an advanced dynamic query 
where the same table is used multiple times. This will be solved in a next release. 

 

In general, the Data Quality Studio solution can work for any regular table and field, regardless if it is part 
of the standard, an ISV solution, customization or configured custom field. The events will be executed on 
forms with a data source. There are various places in the application where forms don’t have a data source 
or where x++ coding is used to insert or update records. One example is the product creation dialog form 
in the standard application. On this form, there is no data source used at all; only at time of closing the 
dialog, the tables will be populated and inserted in the database. We have extended the logic, so it can 
check for valid data entry. We have also done this in several other places where we found a gap during the 
development and testing. If there is any use case where the rules are not executed as intended, please 
contact us, so we can verify if and how this should be supported. 

 

If you are using action rules, in certain cases, the values updated in the target fields can be overwritten by 
standard business logic. Test the scenarios carefully before applying it in your production environment. 

 

Together with the solution, we provide tutorials as separate model for custom extensions on validation 
rules. The tutorials are provided ‘as-is’ and not supported as part of the main application. The tutorials are 
for learning purposes. Before using them in a production environment, you must verify if they will work as 
per your expectations. 

 

Microsoft is continuously adding new features in the application directly and via Feature Management. 
Sometimes these are public preview and will be made generally available in future releases, in other cases, 
they are already general available, and you have the choice to activate them. Currently, we are not testing 
compatibility with all new features or combinations. Once a feature is enabled at the customer 
environment and in case of any issues or questions related to new standard features and our solutions, 
kindly contact us via To-Increase support. 


